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2 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: If we could come to order this

3 morning.

4 The first item on the agenda is a discussion of

5 a decision in the offsh' ore power systems matter, the

6 question certified to us by the appeals board in ALAB-500.

7 Commissioner Gilinsky asked us to go chead. I' m

8 sorry that he's not here. He -- I understand he's had a

9 pipe break in his basement, and there by maybe the most

10 recently experienced of the commissioners in the sort of

.11 matters that, in part, we will have to de al with.

12 I'm not sure. There may have been a froth

13 carry-over phase. Who can tell?

14 But let us go ahead.

15 I'll ask the counsel's office to outline the

16 matter before the house and you can, Jim, as you go along,

17 also pick up from --

18 Dear me. Here I was just explaining that you were

19 up to your knees and couldn't join us.

20 (At 9: 46, Commissioner Gilinsky enters the room.)

21 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Okay. The counsel is getting

22 ready to lead us through an outline of how this matter comes.

23 before us in its general dimensions and some preliminary

24 remarks, I take it, on the options and points before the

25 commission.
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483.01.2

gsh | I say preliminary because f rom the tenor of the

2 advice in hand, it seems that there is yet perhaps a good

3 deal of study before us.

4 MR. KELLEY: I would like to ask Steve Ostrach,

5 who's done the brief and worked on this, to lead our

o discussion this morning.

7 I would like to make a brief general

8 observations that is a result of further reflection and

9 consideration among ourselvest and that is that we don't

10 think that this case is nearly as complicated as the lenoth

.I l of the briefs, or the very careful pro / con sort of listing

12 that one finds in our memo the other day might sucgest.

13 Indeed, I think it's a fairly simple and

14 straight-forward case. But I think some backoround would be

15 useful.

16 So with that observation, I'll ask Steve to go

17 ahead.

IS MR. OSTRACH: The question that has been certified

19 to the Commission, as the people described it in ALAB-5CO,

20 is: Are Class 9 accidents a proper subject for consideration?

21 In the staff's environmental statement on the

22 floating nuclear power plant application, we, for the

23 commission's benefit, we've summarized the party's briefs and

24 presented a statement of the issues, and as the Chairman noted

25 some very tentative options. And I'd like to just resummarize
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gsn ! very briefly this morning and walk through the paper that

2 we sent out, if that's all right with the commissioners.

3 Applicant's position is simply that the commission's

4 long-standing policy which is binding upon the staff is that

5 the low probability of Class 9 accidents removes the need

6 to consider the consecuences of such accidents from any

7 licensing application before the commission.

8 The staff does not dispute that the probacility

9 of such accidents is the same for floating and land-based

10 nuclear power plants.

.11 So tnat policy should apply to the consideration of

12 its application to the manufacture of floating plants.

13 Applicant also argues that even if it were

14 appropriate to look at the environmental consecuences of a

15 Class 9 accident for a floating plant, staff has not

16 demonstrated that risk assessment, provides a basis for

17 treating it differently than an applicant f or land-based

18 plants.

19 The appeal board -- again, I'm summarizing

20 Applicant's arguments. So my statements, although

21 declarative, are essentially argumentative -- the appeal

22 board did not apply that policy to the consideration of its

23 application for floating plants because of an incorrect

24 belief that the policy was first adopted at a time when

25 floating plants were a concept unknown.
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gsn i In so doing, the appeal board failed to recognize

2 that another policy was that the same environmental

3 standards were to be applied for floating and land-based

4 nuclear power plants.

5 The Applicant has two final, what might be calle

6 affirmative defenses. If Class 9 accidents were to be

7 considered in connection with this aoplication, Applicant

8 argues that that would constitute a direct, impe rmiss i ble

9 challenge to the commission's ECCS regulations, which are

10 based on the irrebuttable assumption that compliance with the

.I l ECCS acceptance criteria is sufficient to remove consideration

12 of the consequences of the core melt accident.

13 And also, if Class 9 accidents are to be

14 considered for Applicant's proposed floating plants and not

15 the land-based plants, despite the same possibility of

16 occurrence of such an accident, that would be unf air and

17 ineouitable treatment.

18 Staff's argument is that the appeal board was

19 correct in its ruling that the Annex and the policy derived

20 from it is not applied to the consideration of the

21 environmental consequences in the Class 9 acc.idents in

22 floating plants.

23 They say that that's the critical threshold

24 question which one must consider. They say that that results

25 because the Annex does not specifically refer to floating
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gsh I plants. They are not mentioned in the public record in the

2 Annex, which is somewhat scanty, of course, because there is

3 only a brief proposed statement of considerations.

4 The Annex as a whole, it's a document often

5 referred to, but perhaps not that often read. It's only,

6 pe haps, four or five pages of the Federal Register inr

7 length.

8 So no final regulation was ever adopted by the

9 c o mmi ssion . The public record is quite scanty, but

10 nevertheless, there is no explicit record mentioned of

.11 floating plants, either by staff or in the context of the

12 Annex.

13 No arm of the commission or of the AEC ever
14 explicitly said that the Annex applied to floating plants,

15 and it is here to say that as an institution, the AEC may

16 not have been effectively aware of the floating plant concept

i7 in. December of '71, when it issued the proposed Annex.

18 COMMISSIONER KENNEDY: When you speak of the

19 institution, you mean the commission itself?

20 MR. OSTRACH: It's a difficult cuestion. The

21 Applicant points to individuals at varying levels of

22 authority, including some fairly high ranking ones, who

23 certainly were aware of the floating nuclear power plant

24 concept in December of 1971.

25 They don't give any indication that the commission
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gsn 1 as a body had ever met on it or discussed it, and it is

2 difficult to point a finger at who would have to have had

3 knowledge of the floating plant when the commission issued

4 this proposed regulation.

5 Issuance of proposed regulation, of course, doesn't

6 imply that the commissioners themselves don't know.

7 COMMISSIONER KEllNEDY: I understand what you're

8 saying.

9 MR. KELLEY: But in order to argue the finding of

10 the commission, one has to be positive that the commission

11 was aware of it, right?

12 MR. OSTRACH: Ye s .

13 MR. KELLEY: And the fact that the staff man may

14 know about floating nuclear power plants doesn't mean that

15 the commission is coing to apply a policy to them.

16 MR. OSTRACH: The Applicant does have another

17 argument which perhaps I didn't mention fully: That even if

18 the Annex was not intended to cover, or did not address the

19 cuestion of whether or not it covered the floating plants,

20 the rationale of the Annex, the reason why it treats

21 land-based plants as it does is eoually applicable to

22 floating plants, cecause if you could let land-based plants

23 solely on the basis of probability and the probability is

24 the same for a floating plant, Applicant argues a ficating

25 plant should be treated the s ame.
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gsh 1 That's an argument which would apply to the policy

2 of the Annex, even if the Annex does not of its own weight

3 apply.

4 MR. KELLEY: You could argue then that the AEC in

5 '71 must have so intended.

6 MR. OSTreaCH: Yes. But it would be a legal fiction.

7 The sta ff's argument, then, is that since the Annex policy

8 permit does not prohibit consideration of Class 9 accidents

9 in floating plants, it is back in an unfettered legal ,

10 position. It must decide whether or not to make such

11 consideration as a matter of discretion.

12 NEPA is a full-disclosure policy, f ull-conside ra tion

13 policy. Staff, therefore, felt that it should go ahead and

14 evaluate in view of the unique situation presented by

15 OPS the consecuences of the Class 9 accident.

16 So, having gone ahead and done that, they

17 f eel that it would have been impermissible not to make that
. _._ _. _._. - .. .

18 part of the record before the licensing board, not a'part of
- n.. .__

39 the licensing board's decision.
'

20 Staff has a second argument, which is even if the

21 Annex does apply to the OPS proceedina, the second argument

22 :as re jected by the appeal board. The appeal board decision-

23 in ALAB-489 was that the Annex does not apply. However, the

24 appeal board goes on to say that if the Annex did apply to

25 the off shore power application, then the consideration of
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gsh I Class 9 accidents is prohibited.

2 Staff argues against that position. Staff repeats

3 an argument it made to the appeal board, that even if the

4 Annex applies to the OPS proceeding, for two reasons

5 consideration of Class 9 accidents is permitted.

6 First, staff argues the focus of the Annex is on

7 risk, not solely on probability. Risk is the product of

8 probability at consequences, since the consequences of the

9 Class 9 accident at a floating plant obviously are different

10 and may be greater than they would be at a land-based plant.

Il Staff felt entitled to consider those consecuences

12 to determine if the overall risk would be greater. It

13 claims to have found that and believes that it's obligated to

14 make that case to the licensing ard.

15 Furthermore, staff argues that the policy of the

lo Annex is one which is explicitly waivable in cases presentina

17 special circumstances.

18 Staff believes that the floating nuclear power

19 plant, which is a unique application, and the first case

20 before the commission is that sort of a special circumstance.

21 COMMISSIONER KENNEDY: Does that staff define in any

22 sense a special circumstance, or circumscribe that rather

23 bread language?

24 MR. OSTRACH: They give examples of other special

25 circumstances in which they presently are considering Class 9
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gsh I accidents.

2 The other examples the staff gives are high

3 population density surrounded plants, the 500 persons per

4 souare mile trip figure, consideration of the Clinch River

5 reactor, which, not being a light water reactor, is clearly

6 not within the coverage of the Annex.

7 They felt, therefore, that it presents a special

circumstance.o

9 Those are the two examples of special circumstances

10 that they give.

11 The staff really was quite candid that it is a

12 term which is obviously difficult to interpret.

13 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: What did they do with

14 Fort St. Vrain?

15 MR. OSTRACH: I'm not sure, sir,

lo CHAIRMAN HENDRIE As far as I know, the standard

17 land-based LMR treatment. But St. Vrain was in site review

18 with the staff in the late '60s, and I have a notion it had

19 a construction permit by the time the Annex issued.

20 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: It doesn't really matter.

21 CHAIRMAN HENDRIS: I rememoer particularly, since

22 I entered a dissent on the ACRS letter on St. Vrain, lo,

23 these many years ago.

24 One might note that the staff consideration of

25 Class 9s under that population censity trip system is a little
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gsh I different than what's going on here, I think. There, if

2 the population density for a proposed site is tripped, what

3 is done is that the staff makes a more vigorous examination

4 of alternative sites and takes into account some calculations

5 they do for the whole range of sites, which might be

6 regarded as Class 9 associated calculations.

7 That is, they're sort of consequence calculations

8 on the assumption of major fission product release. I don't

9 know that we've had a case in which the trip has been

10 activated which has come through to a construction permit.

11 so that we can see precisely what was said in the environmental

12 review.

13 That is, it isn't clear to me that when you trip

14 this thing and the staff had done this alternative site

15 review, that it necessarily appears in any very clear way in

16 the environmental review as a consideration specifically of

17 the effects of Class 9 accidents the way that .s proposed

IS here.

19 If you see differently, please let us know. But

20 I think that there's that distinction.

21 MR. OSTRACH: The Applicant, in their reply brief,

22 differs with the staff. The staff describes two cases where
23 the trip figures would trip the Class 9 accidents, were

24 considered in specific licensing cases, Newbold Island and

25 Perryman. The staff differs with the Applicant in wnat took

.
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gsh I place there.

2 The Applicant's focus is on official commission

3 documents or staff documents that were published. And the

4 reasons that were in there, the staff position reflects

5 perhaps what staff policy concerning those applications

6 was.

7 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Steve, is it correct that

8 the staff and the Applicant differ on whether or not more

9 than probability is considered?

10 The staff seems to say that in consideration of the

11 Annex, one does consider risk. The Applicant, I thought,

12 was saying, no, it's strictly probability.

13 MR. OSTRACH: Yes, sir, that's ouite clear. The

14 staff argues, as it argued before the appeal boards that the

15 Annex is a risk document. Applicant argues, and the appeal

16 board agreed, that the Annex is solely a probability document.

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: When you talk about staff,

18 then, are you going to address, I think it was the Applicant's

19 argument that some members of the NRC sta ff have argued

20 apparently that it is a risk-based -- that they were makinc

21 a case that some of our arguments in court were saying that

22 it has been consistently a risk.

23 MR. OSTRACH: P roba bili ty?

24 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Just strictly prooability, not

25 risk.

.
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gsh I COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Right.

2 MR. KELLEY: All those cases are land-based reactors,

3 I believe.

4 MR. OSTRACH: Yes, sir. The case they point to is

5 a brief that has Jim Kelley's name and my name on it, among

6 others.

7 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Do you see any inconsistency

8 that they seem to see?

9 MR. OSTRACH: Well, first of all, sir, as Jim

10 pointed out, those are land-based plants. But more

11 importantly, staff is arguing that the appeal board is wrong.

12 The policy of the commission, as stated by the appeal bo crd .

13 at least in ALAB-49, is that the Annex is a probability-based

14 document.

15 The brief cuestions, the Hodder case --

16 COMMISS IONER KENNEDY: Excuse me. Do they rest ucon

17 the languace of the Federal Register notice?

18 MR. OSTRACH: The staff, sir?

19 COMMISSIONER KENNEDY: No, the appeal board in its

20 conclusion?

21 MR. OSTRACH: Yes, sir.

22 COMMISSIONER KENNEDY: In other words, it is saying-

23 that the commission's statement itself supports that view and

24 has contrasted with what the staff may say or believe, or

25 consider its own policy.
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gsh i The commission's view, in the appeal board's

2 opinion, is that it is a probability document, not a risk

3 document.

4 MR. OSTRACH: Yes, sir.

5 COMMISSIONER KENNEDY: Okay. And they cite the

6 language of the Federal Register notice, which is the official

7 commission pronouncement on the issue.

8 MR. OSTRACH: Yes, sir.

9 COMMISS IONER KENNEDY: Okay.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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gsh I CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Steve, isn't it also true --

2 you want to talk about Hodder in a minute, and I think you

3 ought to because it's the most recent -- but aren't there

4 other cases which the commission has defended in which our

5 attorneys have argued, in fact, that the Annex is a

6 probability-based document and made, in effect, the argument

7 that these events need not be considered in the environmental

8 review because their probability is sufficiently low. And

9 the rule says you. don't have to include every confounded

10 thing that's physically possible.

Il MR. OSTRACH: Yes, sir. We argued that in the

12 Carolina environmental study group.

13 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: So one of the comments --

14 COMMISSIONER KENNEDY: With the result --

15 MR. OSTRACH: That the courts accepted the

16 (.ommission's position.

I7 COMMISSIONER KENNEDY: Okay.

18 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: There is a comment that I was

19 going to make based on my own reading of the briefs and the

20 background. It may be useful to make it here. And that is

2: that the Annex is a very interesting document. It had the

22 commission's mark upon it and was published in the Fede ral

23 Register.

24 On the other hand, it was proposed for comment. It

26 wasn't adopted, finally.
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gsh 1 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It was sort of a lukewarm

2 mark on it.

3 COMMISSIONER KENNEDY: A tentative mark.

4 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: If nothing more than the

5 . publication in the Federal Register had ever occurred, you

6 could regard it at this point as a f airly low grade s. ort of

7 guidance.

8 But what I want to point out is that the staff

9 has used it extensively over the years and the commission

10 has, in fact., based decisions in cases on it and there is

11 a substantial body, I believe, of case law both in the

12 commission's own ad judicatory process -- that is bo ard

13 decisions and appeal board de'cisions, as well as case law

14 in the federal appeals courts, which supports the policy

15 decision in the Annex.

16 Isn't that correct?

17 VR. KELLEY: Well, let me make a comment as opposed

18 to what you're ma king.

19 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: All I'm oetting to here is that

20 I think the Annex, for all that it was no more and is no more

21 than a proposed commission policy which has never been acted

22 on, has acquired a dignity through aoplication and cases

23 which it wouldn't otherwise have.

24 And I don't think we ought to underestimate that

25 situation.
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gsh 1 MR. KELLEY: It certainly has acquired a dignity

2 that it didn't have when it first went out as interim

3 guidance. But it also shouldn't be overestimated.

4 I think that we feel, and correct me if I'm wrong,

~

5 I don't think anybody argued that the commission now is

6 bound by that Annex in this case.

7 It was out as interim guidance and it's not a rule.

8 That's the principle I would state. And it's very clear, and

9 it's a basic principle of administrative law that agencies

10 are bound by annually adopted rules and you can't jettison

11 the rule in the midst of adjudication. But this is not a

12 rule.

13 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Isn't is also, Jim, that in

14 some segments of administrative law, that an agency can't make

15 a rule by issuing a policy statement.

16 MR. KELLEY: Policy statements, generally speakinc,

17 don't rise to the level of rules. They're simply a statement

18 of what the agency intends to do in the case, ano at least -

19 theoretically, one can then go forward and say the policy

20 is wrong.

21 I think, frankly, that the line between them in

22 most situations is a fine one. Of course, in most situations,

23 policy would become a rule.

24 But in any event, I don't think that this 'vhole

25 Annex, I don't think you're bound by i t .
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gsh I COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I'd like to make two points.

2 I note that in 1974, the commission at the time did

3 not include the Annex in the set of regulations it was

4 publishing, and it made the statement that the Annex is still

5 under consideration by the commission, which at least would

6 imply that at the time of '74, the commission was not yet

7 ready to say, yes, this is it.

8 And secondly, since it then seems to be part of

9 the argument, it seems to be the practice of application,

10 that seems to be at issue.

11 One segment of the staff is saying, well, in its

12 practice of application, it's a risk interpretation. And

13 another segment of the staff, perhaps speaking more directly

14 for the commission in the past in the courts, has been saying,

15 we ll, it's pro bability.

16 So it isn't that clear.

I7 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: But the staff has also made the

18 probability argument, and I'll bet you a cookie I could go

19 and find some testimony before boards and appeal bo ards

20 where the staff has made the probability argument for

21 land-based plants.

22 I think what they're saying here is primarily, that

23 special circumstances. for the floating nuclear plant make it

24 appropriate to change that policy thrust of not including

25 Class 9 in the environmental review. And that clearly is
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gsh I sort of the question.

2 I must say that I find that I have somewhat less

3 regard for their sort of secondary argument, which is even

4 if the Annex does apply, why, never mind. It was meant to

5 be risk-associated rather than pro bability.

o I think in that case the staff has a substantially

7 greater burden to get over in terms of things they've said

8 themselves.

9 But you were about to tell us about Hodder, and

10 I think I'd like to hear it in some detail because it is the

11 most recent enunciation of this business.

12 MR. OSTRACH: Hodder is a peculiar c ase. It

13 involved two petitions for review, one of which was taken

14 in 1976, one that came out in 1978. The 1976 petition for

15 review, which dealt with the 1976 appeal board decision,

16 deals with the St. Lucy nuclear power plant. It's the one

17 which decided the Class 9 accident and I think it's stated in

18 the appeal board decision in ALAB-335, I believe it was.

19 It was explicitly that Class 9 accidents are not

20 to be considered on the basis, solely on the casis cf

21 probability.

22 By the time the case was reached in court, two

23 years passed. The case in St. Lucy dealt with the fact that

24 in ALAB-335, the appeal board said that the Class 9 accidents

25 did not have to be considered. But it also ordered further
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gsh I considerations of alternative sites.

2 And so there was a further alternative site

3' hearing before the licensing bo ard , which then came back to

4 the appeal board, which then issued a second final order --

5 exactly 100 ALABs later, as a matter of f act, which then went

6 to the court.

7 So it was two years after the Class 9 decision

8 which date from 1976. And in defending the appeal board

9 decision, OGC def ended the appeal board decision, which was

10 as the appeal board later said in ALAB-40, knowing that the

11 Annex was a probability base document. The court accepted

12 that position almost without comment, referring to earlier

13 decisions in the Carolina environmental study case, in

14 particular, in which it had also apparently recognized that

15 it was permissible not to consider Class 9 accidents solely

16 on the basis of probability.

17 I emphasize that the title of our argument in that

13 brief was that it is not required to consider Class 9

19 accidents.

20 I do not believe that our argumen.t was intended to

21 stand for the proposition that we are not permitted to

22 consider Class 9 accidents.

23 So I'm not sure how much application, how much

24 connection there is between what the general counsel's office

25 argut i in the Hodder case and hat -- I guess the sort of
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gsh I binding policy the applicant wishes to make that into.

2 But in any event, as Mr. Ke lley said, the

3 commission is f ree to change its mind if it wants.

4 I'd like to distinguish for a moment between the

5 two levels of analysis that are before you now.

6 The appeal board decided the case on the basis that

7 the Annex does not apply to the off shore power systems'

8 application, and that's the policy embodied in the Annex,

9 as you pointed out, Mr. Chairman.

10 A decision pro or con on that question can only

11 affect, directly affect, the offshore power application,

12 and there fore, will be limited '3 that.

13 The staff argument dealing with the meaning of the

14 Annex and the applicatior, of the Annex, whether you look at

15 their risk argument or you look at their special circumstances

16 argument. While it would decide the question at issue in

17 this case, will necessarily directly have an effect on

18 land-based reactors because they are covered by the Annex.

19 /lhen you interpret the Annex, you are setting, or

20 changing, perhaps, policy for consideration of Class 9

21 accidents for land-based reactors.

22 So in deciding on what easis you wish to address

23 the issues presented by this case, you should be aware of

24 those different consequences.

25 MR. KELLEY: I think we would suggest, at least, that
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gsh 1 you don't have to reach those ouestions at all, whether it's

2 solely probability, whether there's a special circumstances

3 doctrine, and if so, what that means.

4 And if there is, I think we'd be prepared to say

5 you agree that this interim policy statement is not binding on

6 the commission, as opposed to the lower courts at this point.

7 And if you were to decide on a policy basis, that in this

8 case, you want to look at Class 9, it need not have, I think,

9 any ramifications for the eff ect of the Annex on land-based

10 plants.

11 It's something that you would remain free to look

12 at.

13 Those are tough issues, probability only. rie ll ,

14 tough issues -- I think it is fair to say, we've been saying

15 for years that it's probability only, and we'd be the last

16 to say that it's risk.

17 '4R. OSTRACH: Unless you tell us differently.

18 (Laughter.)

19 COMMISSIONER BRADFt'RD: I'm not so sure of that.

20 MR. OSTRACH: NRDC, the Natural Resources Defenses

21 Council, has an intervenor in this proceedi.ig. Their brief

22 in this case supports the results of the staff. They also

23 support the staff's arguments, but did not remake them,

24 leaving that to staff.

25 The position they argue in their brief is similar
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gsh I to what Mr. Kelley said, that the commission is in a differsat

2 position than the appeal board.

3 Like the licensing board, the commission is free

4 to redecide major questions of policy cod it is up to the

5 commission at this time. It can decide whether or not it

6 believes today that Class 9 accidents are a proper subject

7 for consideration in connection with the floating plant, and

8 that you should focus on that question, not the more narrow

9 questions of what did the Annex mean and what did the AEC

10 have in mind eight years ago.

11 NRDC's second argument is that, in any event --

12 I guess perhaps, really, its ampli.fication of staff's

13 special circumstances argument. The argument is that any

14 commission policy or regulation can be waived at a specific

15 adjudication if special circumstances are present, such that

16 application of the policy would not serve the purposes for

17 which it was adopted.

18 In effect, staff is arguing that -- excuse me --

19 NRDC is arguing that the staff deserves a chance to demonstrate

20 to the licensing board on a f actual basis that application of

21 the policy of the Annex, assuming, arguendo, that that policy

22 is not considered Class 9 accidents in environmental

23 statements. The staff deserves the opportunity to make a

24 factual basis for showing that chat policy should not be

25 applied to offshore power because of the special circumstances
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gsh I of its being in the water, and that until that factual

2 showing had been made, the commission cannot pass on the

3 cuestion of whether or not the policy should be adopted.

4 In essence, it's a prematurity argument. They're

5 saying that before you decide whether to waive the policy of

6 the Annex, give staff the chance to show why it should be

7 waived.

8 That's the second NRDC argument.

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It sounds very reasonable.

10 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: I had a notion you might find it

11 appealing.

12 (Laughter.)

13 MR. OSTRACH: I believe I sa.id at one point that NRDC,
.as Commissioner Ahearne indicated in his dissent, argues that.

14

15 The Union of Concerned Scientists, while they are not

16 parties to the GPS licensing, their brief is essentially

17 based on a proposition that evidence culminating on the part

18 of the risk assessment group and the commission's response

19 to that, indicates that the basis for adoption of the

20 annex in the extremely low probability of the occurrence of a Clas

21 9 accident is no longer present, and therefore, the entire

22 Annex, the policy of the Annex should be dropped and the

23 commission should allow case-by-case ad judication of all

24 ad judications, not just OPS. All ad judications of the consemences a

a class 9 accident should allow such consi~deration in all cases.25
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gsh 1 They analogized this to the action the commission

2 took at Three Mile Island dealing with consideration of

3 radon in the environmental statements.

4 MR. KELLEY: Is that on the basis of the Lewis

$ review group?

6 MR. OSTRACH: Yes. The State of New Jersey, which

7 is an intervenor, their participation is acparently due to

8 the fact that originally, the offshore power, some of the

9 offshore power plants might be sited off the State of New

10 Jersey, supports consideration of Class 9 accidents.

11 They argue that the policy in the Annex is vague.

12 Its application to offshore is at least ambiguous. And that

13 therefore, staff had the discretion to consider whether or

14 not Class 9 accidents are a proper. subject.

15 The staff, having prepared the evidence that is has

16 now done, it would be an abuse of discretion to deny that

17 evidence to the licensing board for its consideration.

18 It is a rather powerful argu.aent and at least

19 legally, that with having in hand detailed evidence as to the

20 environmental consequences of a Class 9 accident in a

21 floating plant, it might well be an abuse of the commission's

22 discretion to refuse to consider that in passing on the

23 application.

24 CO'4MISSIONER KENNEDY: That is a powerful argument,

25 isn't it?
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gsh 1 MR. OSTRACH: It's powerful.

2 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: What distinguishes, then, OPS

3 from any case we have ?

4 The staff is not totally ignorant of or devoid of

5 ever having any knowledge or inkling about the consequences

6 and aspects of Class 9 accidents.

7 That knowledge resides there in various heads and

8 documents, and so on, as each case comes along.

9 Why, in the run of cases, then, is it proper not

10 to reflect that explicitly in the environmental statement?

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In this particular case, you've

12 got a puolished environmental statement.

13 MR. KELLEY: Yes, sir.

14 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: No. But the argument is that the

15 staff, havino looked at the special circumstances of the

16 floating plant --

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But they have actually

18 published a document which is at least, I think, at the

19 impact of the applicant's proposal, would be -- is to remove

20 that document.

21 MR. OSTRACH: That's how this case is proceeding.

22 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: What I'm saying is that the

23 argument is that the staff, havin completed this study on

24 the licuid pathway, the so-called special circumstance in the

25 floating plant, then was under an obligation under NERA to

.
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gsh I put that result in the environmental impact statement, and

2 the staff did, for whatever reason.

3 Okay. Now I asked, in any case, Updike Unit 7, or

4 whatever, comes the staff to the stage of putting together

5 their environmental impact statement, and they don't have

6 this because it is not a f.loating plant, but taey have some

7 equivalent set of documents which talk about Class 9s.

S Why isn't that required to go in the environmental

9 report under this argument?

10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Before you answer, it still

11 seems to me they've gone a step farther. There is an

12 existing document, and whether or not it should have been

13 developed, it is now developed. It exists, and it has an

14 environmental analysis of the consecuences.

13 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: There is an existing document

16 in every case.

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: A published e r.v ironme ntal

18 impact statement for the Class 9 incident?

19 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: The ecuivalent of this, which

20 is the environmental impact statement.

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I'm talking about the following

22 one.

23 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: No, no, I'm not talking about the

24 following one. Tne question is, having produced this, are

25 you o bligated to put it in the environmental impact statement?

.
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gsh i The argument here proposed is, by the party, is

2 yes, you are. Right?

3 And I asked, okay, what distinguishes, then, OPS

4 from every other case, because in every other case, there is

5 the equivalent of this . published. Okay, published.

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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I COMMISSIONER KENNEDY: Where?CR2483
I

2tape 3 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: WASH-1400, #or God's sake. ,

\
david 1 3| MR. KELLEY: I think there are a couple of

;
.

' I

#| distinguishing factors. I

!i
I51 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Good. I was glad to get the

0 answer to the question.
I

7 MR. KELLEY: I must say, I have not myself read

8 the liquid pathway study, but it's my understanding
I !

'9| what happens here, that the staff initially went out with f
I

10
|

a draft where it was concluded that the risks are more

11 or less comparable. '

12 | It went through the comment process and it was |
I3 criticized and further work was done. And the SES on this

i

I# point concludes, as I read the staff's brief, that the
:

15 risks presented by a floating plant are, I believe it

said, orders of magnitude or many orders of magnitude
i

17 '
greater than that presented by the land based plant.i

18 So that although there may be a particular

19 ! land based plant situated next to a great lake or whatever
i

20 ! where liquid pathway risks might be greater, similar, still
!

21 in all the land based plants are sitting on dirt. And

,, ;h if there's a core melt, it's just going to sink a few"

23 |1 ~

j feet and sit there.

24 And if there are no restrictions on the positioningi
m e w isporm.inc.

25 ,
i

|
.,

b
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david 2 I of these plants in the licensing process somewhere, you

2 could get a core going into the water and doing significantly
I

3 more damage.

4 I think that's the distinguishing feature,

5 generically ccnsidered.

6 l CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Somehow that still doesn't
7 get to where I was going. This is the New Jersey argument.

8| MR. OSTRACH: Yes.
1

9 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Do they accept as a proposition

10 that the Annex is a governing policy on land based plants?

11 MR. OSTRACH: Yes, sir.

I2 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: I think that's really the
!

13 answer to my question.
I
,

I# MR. OSTRACH: Their point was that the Annex

15 was made; therefore, staff had the discretion to go ahead

!

16 in this case and look at it.
q

17 0 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: I was trying to reach behind'

I18
j that and see whether their argument was that in fact the

19 ' Annex is in the exclusion of Class 9, was also -- but if'

1

20 they accept the Annex, then it's clear why the difference.
i

2I Okay --
,_|

" il MR. KELLEY: I think there's another point that

1
23|| Commissioner Ahearne is making, and that is that as an
24 ' initial matter the staff had sat down some years ago and

*
As-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
! asked itself, should we look at Class 9 on this floating
1

|
!
.

l.
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david 3 I plant on the basis of an existing knowledge. They might

2 have debated it, and perhaps they conclude, well, it doesn't
I

3 look very much different and we've only got so many
I

4 resources, and it's the rule of reason; so let's not do it. I

5 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: It's in fact what they were

0 about to do.

7 MR. KELLEY: So they might be able to say to a

8 court it's really about the same for reasons A, B, and C.

9| And here that's not what in fact happened. They went out
! |

and they've got information which suggests that the risk |
10

|11 is substantially greater than in the context of NEPA .

12 | in the full disclosure law. It seems ;o me you've.got

13 to put that out on the table.
I

Id And once you put thatin the impact statement,,

i

15 under our rules you've got to go to hearing with it.

16 | MR. OSTRACH: The argument -- New Jersey would
I -

17 f~ be in a position or I would be in a position of saying to a
i

!18 court, despite the fact that this plant is floating on the

19 | water, we are not considering evidence that our own staff

20 ! has prepared that says it would have a very, very serious

21 impact, far more serious than the impact of a similar
,

,

22 ' accident on land.,

!

23 We refuse to take consideration of th&_ evidence.

24 ' That is not an appealing argument to make to a court. I
Aes Federal Reporters, Inc. ,

25 '
| think it would be a very -- this case based argument that

!
, ,

!
o
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david 4 I New Jersey is making here, you would be in trouble if

2 you don't do it.
I

3| MR. KENNEKE: Let me ask one question: I think

4| the words should be looked at closely, but I think the
1
I5 staff used the words that the risks were at the upper end of

6 the range of risks associated with land based plants.rather

7 than the words you used, orders of magnitude.

8 MR. KELLEY: Okay, but that's one kind. If you
!

9 I

don't put these conditions on, that's one kind that could

10 ' i

occur. ;

11 !

MR. OSTRACH: Cincinnati Gas & Electric and seven
, ,

!12 ' I
other utilities submitted an amicus brief opposing

I '

consideration of Class 9 accidents. Cincinnati argues,
t

'
14

as did OPS, that longstanding Commission policy has been to exc1
!

15 ' consideration of any of those accidents because of their '

16
| probability,
:!i

17 ' Cincinnati goes on to argue that departure from'

18 that policy will disrupt the existing licensing proceedings
!

19 | because it will be difficult to determine whether or not
O!

special circumstances which staff says justifies consideration
:

21 ! that Class 9 accidents would exist in other licensing

22 | applications.
;1

.

-

23|| Furthermore, at least arguably, Cincinnati points
|

24 |
out the consideration of Class 9 accidents could be made

w.eersi n.oornri, ine. |
25

! on a retroactive basis for already concluded licenses, cps or
i
i

j . ,

,
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:lavid5 I even OLs.

2 7.d like to comment whether that would have a

3|
: significant effect because you are dealing with a NEPA

|i

4' ianalysis which is, as the Commission has always said,

5 based on existing facts. So in the face of a concluded

6 reactor or even one that's fairly far along toward

7 completions, it's possible that cost-benefit balance,

8! changing the staff's proposed fix, replacing the concrete

9 path, would be a rather major expense.

I ! And it's not clear that that would be required.
'

}
!11 i

| The alternative would- be to shut down the plant.
,

MR. KELLEY: That's the kind, is it not, the
!

I3 kind of parade of horribles argument. If you do this, that
'

!14
j will happen.

15 ' MR. OSTRACH: Yes.
I

16 1

}
MR. KELLEY: In various contexts, including S-3,

4

17 \ we distinguish between operating plants, plants under construc--'

tion, rule applications, and apply different standards.
19 '

j MR. OSTRACH: Finally, Cincinnati argues that
,

20 ! staff's position in this case was developed without explicit-

21 :|
- Commission guidance, and at least from their point of view,
I

22
! . contrary to existing Commission guidance, and for the
O

23 || Commission to retroactively ratify it .would give the staff
24

Aze Federal Reporters, Inc. i a role in policy formulscion and would cast serious doubt

I

25 | upon the continuing vitality of other Commission expressed
!

h
il
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Idavid 6 policies and would, therefore, cast increased doubt upon the

2 reliability and predictability of the licensing process.
I l

3| CHAIRMAN HENDRIE. That -- I'm not sure I find
'

I

# that all that appealing; maybe because I've served on it,
|

I find the staff in most cases, at any rate, less inclined !5

|
6 to be searching for a way to subvert the Commission's!

!

!7 regulations than to divine what precisely the Commission has

O got in mind so that the staff can do what it is the Commission

9
i wants done.

!
I

I note also that with regard to whether the
'

11 | staff is a little ahead of the Commission or a little,

'
.

'

12 '
behind the Commission depends on the case and in some cases,

13 why I think we prod them because they've gotten a little

I14
I ahead of us. And in other cases we prod them because we |

l15
I wanted them a little ahead of us and thev haven't gotten there
i

16 !
yet.

I7! So I don't find that I can forasee the whole
1

18 ! structure of nuclear regulation in flaming ruins if we decide,

!
19 '

; either way in this case. I must say -- well, concluding

20 ! remarks? Steve?
I

21 MR. OSTRACH: I discussed the party's reply briefs,;

'2 || which are as usual rather narrower in focus than the direct
'

23 !y ones. If you'd like, I could go through the discussion of

24 : T.at w G be pages 7 t.ho @ 9.t. e usues gesened. h
w.F.eer i neoorters. ine. .

'

25 '
! CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: I think it would be useful

'

iI
I

'

!

!|
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david 7 I unless the Commissioners have other directions they'd

2 like to go in at the moment. It seems to me it's useful
l

3 to have this elucidation.
,

4 MR. OSTRACH: The broadest issue, as Mr. Kelley

5 indicated a few moments ago, I think what our tentative

6 recommendation at this time is, is the one suggested by

7 NRDC, which would be essentially for the Commission to j

8 determine that whether or not the Annex applies or the
1

9
i policy embodied in the Annex and succeeding decisions applies
i

10 | to the offshore power application, is a doubtful question

II
that need not te decided.

i
;

For the Commission to decide that today, |I2

|
13 based upon a vareity of sources, based upon the results

Id of the staff which are tentative, and the results of the
I

15 ' staff analysis, do you believe that some consideration be

16
i given to Class 9 accidents at floating plants and that the

17 staff be permitted to go to hearing to demonstrate, to make

18 their case, and that offshore power have an opportunity
,

I9 I to respond to it?
!

20 | Limited to offshore power, it would not resolve
i

2I|ithequestionofwhattheAnnexmeansinothercases; take
1
I22 ! explicit note of the fact that you are currently, as a result!

23 || of the report of the Lewis group, and as a result of the
| |

24 | continuing work on Task-833, conducting a generic review
Am. Federal Reoorters, Inc.

25 |of Class 9 policy, but that the offshore power application is
i

!
i,
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david 8 I a special case and that in view of the amount of work

2 staff has already done and the results of that work to date,

3 you believe that the licensing board should at least consider.

4 the question. That would be the broadest issue before you,

5! but it: might also be the narrowest results.
t

6 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: In a way, this says that |

7 if we were having this examination of the matters, oh,

8 two, 2-1/2 years ago, prior to the staff's considerable
.

examination of the circumstances of the floating plant, |
9

I

10 which the staff then regards as a special circumstance, and
,

II
if someone had come forward to the Commission and certified

,

12 to us, then, the question did the Annex apply here or not,

I3 that you might take a different position.
I

I#
That is, you might then feel you would then

I

15 | be compelled to deal with the question of does the Annex
i

16 | apply to floating plants. If we ever get an airborne, why

I7 ! presumably the same question could arise.

18 But you say -- this approach says, well, but
,

!

19 ! we're not back there. This stuff has been done. Here is the
|

20 ' liquid pathway study. I've been waving it around. The
u

I21 results of this appear in the final -- what is it, phase three
g|:

22 {! or volume three of the final environmental statement of the
0

23 ji staff that is before the House.

24 1 Having this in hand and knowing what we know,
Ate-feceral Reporters, Inc.

25
! never mind what the Annex says; we declare in this case at this
I

! .
f

.I
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david 9 I time that you go ahead an consider it.

2 MR. OSTRACH: That's right, sir,

l3 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Then that does leave one,
,

I I
d' 'then, free to take more general questions in effect in a

|
5 different forum, a different proceeding, and does it leave

6 anything dangling in ALAB-500 and the OPS case, at least on

7, this subject?
|

8| MR. OSTRACH: No, sir. There are two other
I !

9 '

issues that you might wish to address. One would be: was

10 the appeal board correct in its reading of the Annex, namely,

11
that it is a probability based document. You do not need

.

|
12 to decide that.

1

I3 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: But that then gets on to
i

I4 '

i deciding more general questions.
!

15 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You could ignore that.

6 MR. OSTRACH: That would leave the apoeal board
i

I7 | decision explicit, but if you were re-examining the policy

18 judgments that led to the Annex, it might not really be

19 1
j particularly important or useful for the Commission to

20 decide what the Annex means.

21 j The second question would be: you might wish to

I'2
! consider bifurcating the proceeding before the licensing-

I
23 board and dividing it into two steps: an initial step in

i

24 '
which the licensing board would examine the staff's

M Feceral Reoorters, tric.

25 '
conclusion that the consequences of a Class 9 accident at a
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Idavid 10 floating plant are significantly greater or how much

2 greator than the consequences at typical land based plants
1

3 or at a range of land based plants and reach some conclusion
!

4' on that before it then goes into a second and only if a i

I
'

5 certain showing is made, have it go forward to a second

0- step to determine whether mitigative measures are

7 appropriate.

8 Or you could simply have them do both steps at

9 the same time. They would then both come up together for
! '

review. If parties did not address whether any such |
10 '

II bifucation would be useful, whether it would save any time,

12 whether indeed it would be practical; so you might leave

'
13 something like that up to the judgment of the licensing board

I
I

Id to see if it could be done effectively. I really don't know.
,

15 f I think that discussion of consequences might

16 lead very directly into the proposed mitigation of those

i consequences, so it might not be useful to separate them.

18 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Let's see, remind me of the
I

19 '
stage i n the OPS case; the staff has filed the last volume'

!

*I
*0 | of its final environmental impact statement with this material

2I about Class 9 in it.
l

22 | The case is then presumably, aside from this question,
|

23 which has come up to the Commission, you know, was it

24 i
i appropriately included in the EIS. The case is ready to go

Aze Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
forward into hearing to complete the environmental hearings.

I
i

I
'

|
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davidll I MR. OSTRACH: My impression is that it is already

2 completed, all its hearings, other than on the Class 9
I

3| accidents. They've had the safety hearings, the tourism;
I

4' all those matters have been heard.

5 MR. KENNEKE: There's a question of whether this

6| can be introduced into evidence.
I

7! MR. OSTRACH: There's no problem with asking.

0|| MR. KELLEY: If that's correct, fine. Is it
!

9| incorrect as to status? |
t

10 ' MR. SOHINKI: There are several contentions. I ;

I think it's three in which the staff took the position,

12 were related or may be related. There are three, I believe,
,

!

13 '
other environmental contentions not directly related. The

I
i

Id ! two, the liquid pathway study, but which the staff took the
'

!

position and the licensing board agreed may be affected by the

16 '

|l
results of the liquid pathway study, so that the hearing on thos

i

17 1
! contentions should await publication of that study.

I8 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: So in effect there are four
!

19
environmental matters: the Class 9 and then the other three

1

0- that are awaiting that decision.

2I MR. SCHINKI: That's correct.
!

'2''
'l CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: On the safety side, are the'

li

23 hearings complete, or are there still a couple of matters to

24 |'I clean un there?'
4s Federal Reporters, Inc.

2~5

! MR. SOHINKI: There is a supplement to the safety
|

!

h
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davidl2 1 evaluaticn yet to be published.

2 The safety contentions that have been suggested
!

3 by the intervenors have all been litigated.

4 MR OSTRACH: And that safety supplement
|
'

5 deals with -- essentially it feeds back in the results of

6 the FES-3 and the liquid pathway generic study.

7 The other safety contentions, turbine missiles,

8 barge tipping over, or seismic events, I believe all those
1

9 have been heard and are awaiting decision by the licensing
,

10 board.

II CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Let me hold just a second on this;

status question while staff counsel completes a conference. !12

!

13 (Pause.)
| |

!

'g 14 i.'
,

'D
15 'j

!

16 |
P

17 !
I

18 !
!

!
19 1

|

20 !

|

21 |
!

22 ||
Yi

23 h
I'

24 '
Am Federal Recor'ers, Inc. '

25 : *

i

|

!
,
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t-4 mte 1 Further conclusions?1

2 MR. SOHIIH;I: It may be that there are only two other

3 environmental protections , ins tead of three. I may have been

4 incorrect. There is also a legal contention, which again does

5 not directly impact this question, suggested by URDC, which

6 will be the subject or may be the subject of briefs before

7 the Licensing Board. And that has to do with the cuestion of

8 whether a programmatic impact statement need be prepared for

9 this application.

10 CHAIRMAN HEUDRIE: Okay. So that in sum the case

11 is ready, pretty much ready to go forward to a final round of

12 hearings. I mus t say , it would seem to me some advantage --

13 there does appear to me , then, to be some merit in considering

14 the f airly narrow holding which in ef fect frees the case to go

15 forward.

16 If we send it back for extensive development of

17 consequence considerations and so on, why, all of that is

18 pushed on downstream.

19 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: What is the correct way to

20 state the Applicant's present state of eagerness to build a

21 plant?

22 MR. OSTRACH: I do not knt , sir. The Applicant is

23 actively continuing to prosecute its license application.

24 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: That's a different point. ,

iAm-Fewse Rmorun, lm.

25 | MR. OSTRACH: I know, sir. They '-ve issued public
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1 statements that they still believe that the concept of a

2 floating nuclear power plant has merit. I do not know. There

3 are no buyers . The only identified buyer has cancelled its

4 con trac t .

5 COffiISSIONER AHEARNE: So then, if I understand

6 correctly, your recommendation would be to send it back to the

7 Licensing Board and ask them to hold a hearing to allow the

8 FES-3 to be put on the record, and they 'll hold a hearing on

9 it.

10 I CIIAIRMAN HENDRIE: Go forward with the case.

Il COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Either bifurcate it or jus t

12 a single hearing, addressing arter its resolution what, if any,

13 additional recuirements would be laid on.

14 MR. OSTRACH: And all the other cuestiens at issue?

15 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Right. Then leave it to the

16 Commission in some other mechanism to handle any other broader

17 issues it may wish to regarding Class 9 in general.

18 MR. KELLEY: The land-based Class 9.

19 l'.R . OSTRACH: Yes, sir, That is an issue that in
1

20 1971 the Commission began to address generically . and it

21 strikes me as one that is particularly suitable for generic

22 resolution.

23 COMMISSIONER KENNEDY: We are in fact dealing here

24 essentially with a generic question anyway as pertains to ,

Ace-Federst Reporters, Inc.

25 | floating nuclear plants, this being the only case of its kind,
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1 and there fore, presumably, the precedent of all precedents .

2 MR. OSTRACII: Yes.

3 COf2iISSIOITER KEN!IEDY: As to floating plants , not

4 as to land-based plants , if one assumes that there is a differ-

3 ence, which is what is asserted by all the parties .

6 CIIAIR?iAN HEUDRIE: Steve, let r.e ask if the Commission

7 were to make the fairly narrow decision just that , all things

8 considered in this time and at these circumstances, that

9 Class 9 should be considered in this case as recommended by

10 i the s taf f, decide nothing more, okay, which appears to me, in

11 terms of getting on with the OPS case, perhaps the only neat

12 dividing way to cover it.

13 How does that affect the assorted positions that

I# have been taken by your office and so on on Annex-related and

15 Class 9-related cuestions? What's your view? Does it consti-

16 tute a statement by the Cornission, in effect, that there is

I7 a change in policy with regard to those previous cases?

18 fir. KELLEY: Hell, the Appeal Board's decision, which
|

19 is where the land-based plants would stand, which says

probability only on land-based plants, which is what we' ve said |20
i

\ |

21 | all along. I think the answer to your question is that it f
!

22 wouldn't af fect it.

23 CO!SISSIONER AIIEARNE: Because you've never argued
I

24
ia case on that,

Aa-Federal Reporters, Inc.
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1 CHAIR!WT HEMDRIE: I was j ust wondering whether they

2 thought it had a broad slopover into a lot of other cases and

3 areas.

4 MR. EILPERIN: I would agree with that, because in

5 court we were talking about what the National Environmental

6 Policy Act requires as to -- and here it would just be a matter

7 of discretion as to what the Commission wants to do as to this

8 particular matter. So I don ' t daink diat position here neces-

9 sarily affects what position we've taken before. Indeed, the

10 court cases didn' t really focus on the Annex very nuch at all.

11 It's just the legal NEPA question, the NEPA caestion that the

12 Commission need not look at consecuences that it deems remote.

13 So I don' t think that narrow decision the Commission is contem-

14 plating here would affect previous court cases.

15 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Let me see if I can discern any

16 sort of direction of Commission sentiment. First, let me ask

17 you if you could indicate what sort of support and comment

18 there is on the proposition that the Annex which says don 't

19 consider these events in the environmental review for plants

20 ought to apply here? That is, to what extent and what comments

21 do you have on the proposition that Class 9 should have been

22 considered here?
.

23 Shall I start at your end, John?

24 COMf'.ISSIONER AHEARNE : Yes. I'm sorry, Joe. That
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc. '

25 wasn't the auestion I thought you were going to ask. I was all
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I set to agree with the general counsel's recommendation. It

2 seems to me --

3 CHAIRMAN HEUDRIE : That nay be a place that I'll

4 be coming to shortly. What I was trying to probe was whether

5 there are feelings along the table.

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: What is the necessary relevance

7 of that question to the recomr.endation?

8 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: I guess if I found some strong

9 Commission sentiment running to the proposition that the staff

10 had improperly injected a Class 9 consideration into the

11 offshore case, that then we could perhaps sit down and argue

12 that. If that's not the case,. then the Commission seems to

13 feel that, one way or another, on one basis or another, that

14 it either was appropriately considered by the staff or, if

15 you don't feel that in the present circumstances, the staff

16 having done this, that it's now appropriately considered, then

Is hhe counsel's sketched-out place the right17 we come to:

18 place to go, or a broader one?

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: My conclusion is that it has

20 already been done, and so the issue that I think is in front
i

21 o f us , r eally , is: With it in hand, what next step do we

22 take?
t

23 | CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Okay. You're coming out and saying

l
24 for yourself, you're not prepared to backtrack and say this i

Am-Feder:1 Reporters, Inc.

25 shouldn ' t have been done, you know , set it aside and take it
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1 out?

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.

3 CHAIFLALA,N HENDRIE: That was sort of where I was

4 probing.

5 COMMISSIONER KENNEDY: I agree with that. It was

6 done because the staff thought it to be different. They

7 concluded in fact it was dif ferent. It 's prepared a document,

8 the document exists and has to be taken into account.

9 CHAIRMAN HEUDRIE: Peter?

10 ! COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I agree with that. I think

11 that the very most that can be said for the Annex is that it 's

12 a strang.a animal and should be read narrowly, if at all.

13 COMMISSIONER KENNEDY: Let me say that in my comment

14 there I was not addressing the Annex in any sense. I was

15 addressing the Annex -- to the extent that I was addressing it

16 at all, I was addressing it only in respect to direct applica-
'

17 bility in these particular circumstances in the offshore |

18 situation.

19 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Understood.

20 It seems to me that I find no indication of a !
!
,

'

21 Commission sentiment that might lead it to a decision saying,

I
22 j take this stuff out of the environmental impact statement. I

,

! |
23 daresay we could read briefs some more and hear discussion by !

!

!24 counsel some more.
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.
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1 their directions and so on leads me to doubt that the present

2 apparent consensus would chance. Okay.

3 I think we find ourselves agreeing, th en , that, you

4 know, that we have an analysis of these circumstances , and

5 that having that analysis, it was appropriately reflected in

6 the environmental impact st atement or it was appropriate for

7 the staff to go ahead and put it th ere . Whether we would have

8 directed the staff to do it before they had done it is a

9 ques tion we j us t don't reach, let me say, in order to avoid

10 I having to debate whether what we would have done in that hypo-

Il thetical case -- let 's j ust lay that aside.

12 It seems to me, th en , that if you feel confident of

13 your reading of th e briefs and so on, to ask whether you would1

14 be prepared ^s loon -- and ic+ me put it this way , because I'm

15 trying, - viously, to influence 'the shape of the outcome --

16 (Laughter.)

17 CHAIR!!Ali HE!IDRIE: You know, you can defeat that, too,
|

18 in a moment.

19 COf?tISSIO!IER KE!IMEDY: No one would have guessed

20 that.

21 CHAIRMAli HEITDRIE: Would you be willing, then, to

22 look at a draf t order that the counsel might prepare which

23 would I ilect the sort of fairly narrow and OPS-specific

24 decision diat is suggested, namely, that die Commission would |
Acs4ederal Reponm, Inc.
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1 matters are aporopriately considered in the environmental

2 review for this case, and simply not speak to the other matters

3 that presumably will lie before us , then, on a more general

4 review of Class 9 matters, the Annex and associated matters?

5 COMMISSIOllER BRADFORD: The staff would then take

6 from that the proposition that they couldn't be sure whether

7 or not the Commission was pleased that they had done this

8 examination, but that we now felt obliged to swallow it. I

9 guess my own inclination is to be a little less grudging about

10 I it. I'm glad they did it.

11 CEAIRMAN IIENDRIE: Okay. Peter registers not only --

12 I presume, then, that not only night you accept th e thrus t of

13 such a draf t order, but would like to see it?

14 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I 'm agreeing with the order .

15 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: But you'd like to see a little

16 more, maybe sav we think it was aporopriate that the staff

17 examined what they thought might be special circumstances?

18 COM!iISSIONER BRADFORD: Yes.

19 CHAIRMAti HEUDRIE: And find out how special they

20 were?

21 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I don't know that a lot needs

22 to be said on that point in the order. I just wouldn't want

23 the staff to feel, from words such as -- words to the effect
|

|
24 that now that we're stuck with this thing, we 're going to ,

Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 follow it.
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i COff1ISSIONER KEUNEDY: It's not a re.'.uctant decision

2 that was reached.

3 COlciISSIOUER BRADFORD: It seems to emerge to me ,

4 from ,aat Joe was saying about the fact that now that the

5 documents are before us , we would accept it.

6 CHAIR''Jd' HEUDRIE: I was trying to leave us dealing

7 with the circumstatice right here at this moment, rather than

8 the broader one of what should have been or is what is, what

9 should have been. Have we decided that? I don't know. One

10 I could have debated that.

11 COIDiISSIONER AHEARNE: I would certainly agree with

12 the order as proposed, and also agree with the point that we

13 have got to move on as a Commission and address the broader

14 context. Not in this order, but we have got to go in that

15 direction.

16 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Dick?

17 COffiISSIONER KEUUEDY: I agree with the order.

18 cot?IISSIONER GILINSKY: I think John is right, that

19 we've got to look at the whole Class 9 cuestion in some other

20 co n text, but we do have to look at it.

21 CHAIRMAN HEUDRIE: Okay. And you've already e ;oressed

22 your sentiments .

23 Okay. I find the thrust of the Commission's decision

24 here to be -- |
Ace-Federal Rooorters, Inc.
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1 to the Licensing Board.

2 MR. KELLEY: A certified cuestion.

3 CHAIPEAN IIEUDRIE: It answers the certified question

4 and puts the case back on, in effect, the regular track in the

5 adjudicatory system.

6 Okay, the thrust of the Comnission's decision, then,

7 is that indeed these considerations the staf f has raised in
i

E this case are appropriately considered. And I don't go further

9 than that, because in enunciating a decision at this time --

10 1 because Commissioners will want to see the language in the

11 draf t order, and so that they will know precisely the words

12 in which the Comnission's decision is enunciated, and I don' t

13 want to try to create that here on the spur of the noment. I

l-4 think dhe general philosophical thrust is clear. Uhen we have

15 an agreement on the language of the draf t order, we will be

16 back here to make a formal affirmation of it in a vote. It is

17 the sort of thing that we will want an affirmation on, I would

18 think .

19 MR. KELLEY: We have to have it. We would kind of

20 write a draft, invite a comment at least on the first draf t,
i

21 do ano -her draf t, and we 'll go through the process .

22 CHAIRMAU HENDRIE: Yes. When we agree upon the

23 wo.ds, then we'll affirm it.

24 Okay. Thank you very much. ;

AwFewet Rmorun, lx.

g,4 251 (Whereupon, at 10:55 a.m., the meeting was adjourned.]
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